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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· Revenue is expected to decline for the Interior Designers industry in Canada. For more detail, please see the
Current Performance chapter.

· The industry's profit margin is expected to drastically decline in 2020 due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.
For more detail, please see the Cost Structure Benchmarks chapter.

· Demand from the industry's major markets is expected to fluctuate. For more detail, please see the Major Markets
chapter.

Note: The content in this report is currently being updated to reflect the trends outlined above.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition This industry designs architectural interiors and their furnishings. Companies take building codes, health and safety

regulations, floor planning, electrical needs, interior fittings and furniture into account. These services are used by
the hospitality, healthcare, commercial and residential sector.

Major Players There are no major players in this industry

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Interior decorating consulting

Interior design consulting

Institutional design

Interior decorating administration

The major products and services in this industry are:

Commercial interior design services

Residential interior design services

Interior decorating services

Other services
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Homebuilders in Canada Furniture & Furnishings
Wholesaling in Canada

Floor Covering Wholesaling in
Canada

Architects in Canada

Remodelling in Canada      

     

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Global Architectural Services Interior Designers in the US Specialised Design Services in
Australia

Specialised Design Activities in the
UK

Architectural and Design Services
in New Zealand
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$1.4bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2015–2020

2.0%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

3.5%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$221.6m
Profit

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-3.1%

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

15.3%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-4.4pp

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

7,397
Businesses

Annual Growth

2015–2020

3.2%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

3.4%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

6,135
Employment

Annual Growth

2015–2020

3.6%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

3.6%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$343.6m
Wages

Annual Growth

2015–2020

2.6%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

3.6%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

Key External Drivers % = 2015–20 Annual Growth

1.6%
Demand from non-residential
building construction

2.6pp
National unemployment rate

1.5%
Per capita disposable income

1.7%
Housing starts

0.5%
Residential renovation
expenditure

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Capital Intensity
Low   Concentration

Low

  Regulation & Policy
Light / Increasing   Industry Globalization

Low / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Revenue Volatility

Medium

  Technology Change
Medium

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Industry Assistance
None / Steady   Barriers to Entry

Low / Steady

  Competition
High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 During the five-year period, nonresidential markets
experienced volatile growth

 A source of income for operators within the residential
market is residential renovation services

 The industry is highly fragmented

 The rate of new homeownership may prompt industry
revenue stagnation

 The number of private-employer businesses is expected to
rise

 The size of the industry is expected to expand moderately

 Demand from downstream markets has buoyed revenue
growth during times of volatile commercial conditions
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players

There are no major players in this industry
SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Low Imports

  High Revenue per Employee

  Low Capital Requirements

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Barriers to Entry

  None & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  Low Profit vs. Sector Average

  High Customer Class Concentration

  High Product/Service Concentration

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2015-2020)

  High Revenue Growth (2020-2025)

  National unemployment rate

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2020)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Low Performance Drivers

  Demand from non-residential building construction
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Executive Summary Designer demand: Demand from residential construction sectors has
buoyed revenue growth

Over the five years 2020, the Interior Designers industry in Canada has exhibited moderate success, reflected
through its revenue growth and solid operational expansion. Demand from downstream markets, predominately the
residential construction sectors, has buoyed revenue growth during times of volatile commercial conditions. During
the latter half of the five-year period, a large drop in multiunit housing investments and the threat of a housing
bubble led to subtle declines in housing starts. Fortunately, demand from the commercial sector played its role in
supporting revenue growth, as the industry relies on a diverse client base, including corporate offices, shopping
malls, hotels, restaurants and hospitals.

The residential market has also been supported by rising residential construction, per capita disposable income and
the number of households earning $100,000 or more per year. However, nonresidential markets experienced
volatile growth resulting in stagnation in the market due to commodity prices plummeting in 2015, 2016 and 2020.
Consequently, industry revenue is expected to increase at an annualized rate of 2.0% to $1.4 billion over the five
years to 2020, with an expected decline of 7.8% in 2020 alone. The decline in 2020 can be mainly attributed to the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and the resulting decreases in many of the industry's key economic drivers.
Moreover, the industry's profit margin is expected to decline drastically over the five years to 2020.

Industry revenue is forecast to grow an annualized 3.5% to $1.7 billion over the five years to 2020. Industry revenue
is anticipated to rise at a quicker rate than the previous five-year period in part due to expected growth in the
housing markets. Quicker growth rates from residential construction and residential renovation expenditure, in
addition to an increase in corporate profit and commercial building construction, are all expected to aid the industry's
growth. Major commodity prices are expected to improve over the next five years, encouraging more demand for
nonresidential construction markets and driving general economic growth. Elevated household debt levels are
anticipated to constrain the downstream residential market. As a result, fewer new homeowners will likely require
industry services, which will hinder both industry revenue and profitability as operators typically derive a higher
margin for residential design services than for commercial projects.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Demand from non-residential building construction

The commercial sector accounts for the most demand for interior design services. Typical projects from the
commercial sector include corporate offices, restaurants, hotels, airports and hospitals. When these clients are
expanding their facilities, commercial construction is projected to rise, increasing demand for professional interior
design services. The value of nonresidential building construction is expected to decrease in 2020. Although the
decrease is expected to have a negative effect, the volatility of this external driver will benefit the industry since it is
expected to rebound heavily, representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Per capita disposable income

Residential interior design services are largely a discretionary service; therefore, trends in per capita disposable
income are positively correlated with demand for interior design. When per capita disposable income is rising,
particularly among households in the upper-income bracket, these households are expected to invest in professional
services for decorating and redesigning. Per capita disposable income is expected to decrease in 2020.

 

Housing starts

Housing starts measure the number of new privately owned housing units, including both single-unit and multiunit
developments. Households are expected to invest in professional decorating and redesigning services to
personalize their home prior to moving in. Therefore, demand for interior design services slightly fluctuates with
residential housing construction. Housing starts are expected to decline in 2020, posing a potential threat to the
industry.

 

Residential renovation expenditure

Residential renovation expenditures include private spending on home improvements, upgrades and repairs to
increase home value. Examples of renovations include additions, alterations, upgrades and equipment installations.
As homeowners invest in residential renovation, demand for interior designers and decorators will increase while
individuals with less time use industry services to streamline their design aesthetic. Residential renovation
expenditure is expected to decrease in 2020.

 

National unemployment rate

Changes in the unemployment rate are negatively correlated with demand for interior design services. Amid
heightened unemployment and a slow recovery period, fewer households had the disposable income necessary to
pay for professional decorating and design services, resulting in declining demand for industry services. With large
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declines in the mining sector, the national unemployment rate is expected to increase in 2020.

 

Current
Performance

Over the five years to 2020, the Interior Designers industry in Canada has
mostly benefited from improvements in downstream market demand.

During the majority of the five-year period, residential construction investments improved as fears of a housing
bubble in the short term subsided. This resulted in stronger demand from the residential sector. The recovery of the
housing market was fortunate for the industry because it coincided with declines in the nonresidential construction
market, although housing starts are expected to decline in 2020. While declines in oil prices largely affected the
mining sector and the industrial sector, the resulting economic slump seeped into commercial markets. This was
particularly evident in 2016, which lowered demand for industry services in the commercial market. Still, gains in the
residential markets were more than enough to mitigate declines in the commercial market. Industry revenue is
expected to rise at an annualized rate of 2.0% to $1.4 billion over the five years to 2020, with an expected decrease
of 7.8% in 2020 alone. This decline in 2020 can be mainly attributed to the ongoing COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic and the resulting negative effects on certain key economic drivers. The decreases in economic drivers,
such as corporate profit and residential renovation expenditure, are two of the main reasons for the drastic fall in
revenue in 2020.

LARGER SHARE FOR RESIDENTIALS

As early as 2013, a drop in multiunit housing investments, as well as the
looming threat of a real estate bubble, resulted in a double-digit decline in
housing starts.

Additionally, elevated levels of consumer debt resulted in stifled housing starts projects in 2013. This initially
constrained demand for residential construction, which in turn drove industry operators to turn to the commercial
sector. Hence, demand from commercial clients, such as the hospitality, government, healthcare, retail and
entertainment sectors, did the brunt of the work to foster revenue growth.

However, the fear of a real estate bubble in the short term subsided and housing starts resumed growth in 2014.
With new construction in the pipeline, demand for industry services in the residential market improved. The value of
residential construction grew most strongly in 2017, which coincides with one of the industry's largest year of growth.

In contrast, during the five-year period, nonresidential markets experienced volatile growth resulting in a decline in
the market. In 2015, 2016 and 2020, commodity prices plummeted, causing volatility to soar. Over the five years to
2020, the value of nonresidential construction performed poorly, mainly due to poor performances in the mining
sector, but partly because of lower demand from commercial markets. Given the importance of commodities to the
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Canadian economy, fear of the effects of falling oil prices on employment limited consumer spending in 2015, 2016
and 2020. In addition, as a result of the coronavirus pandemic and the negative macroeconomic effects, the value of
nonresidential construction is expected to continue its downfall.

ALTERNATIVE INCOME

Another source of income for industry operators within the residential
market is residential renovation services.

Moreover, the value of residential renovation expenditure rose at an annualized rate of 0.5% over the five years to
2020. This rise has provided operators in the residential market with a steady source of new projects even when
new construction projects are slow. Collectively, residential renovation projects account for a lesser portion of
industry revenue compared with commercial projects and new residential projects. Thus, an increase in renovation
expenditure is unable to mitigate losses in other key markets. Still, any additional revenue inflows can help bolster
industry revenue during periods of slow growth.

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

The industry is highly fragmented, comprising several self-employed
interior designers that are nonemployers.

For example, according to Statistics Canada, almost 75.0% of industry establishments are nonemployers. The
industry's low barriers to entry has enabled many small nonemployers to enter the industry, which has prompted
industry enterprise growth. Consequently, the number of industry enterprises is expected to grow at an annualized
rate of 3.2% to 7,397 companies over the five years to 2020, most of which are nonemploying enterprises. Similarly,
industry employment is expected to increase at an annualized rate of 3.6% to 6,135 workers during the same period.
The difference in growth between the two can be attributed to the increasing popularity of nonemployers that are
able to charge lower prices. While this trend decreased the average wage, it was slightly offset by the industry hiring
more seasonal workers and part-time employees, that typically have lower wages.

With revenue growth and slight changes in wage costs, the industry profit margin, measured as earnings before
interest and taxes, is expected to decrease from accounting for 19.7% of revenue in 2015 to 15.3% in 2020. This
decrease is primarily due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, which is causing economic drivers to suffer in 2020.
Due to this decrease, more interior designers are strengthening their product portfolio by including design layout
services, which typically produce a higher margin. It should be noted that profit varies significantly depending on
whether a company specializes in residential or commercial interior design. Projects for the residential sector tend to
be more profitable, as commercial projects are typically prone to high price-based competition to secure contracts.
However, IBISWorld projects the industry's profit margin to have experienced an all-time high during the current
reporting period, growing consistently since 2005.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Value of
Nonresidential

Construction
($b)

2011 1,198 467 6,128 6,121 5,102 N/A N/A 295 N/A 165
2012 1,237 485 6,161 6,154 5,385 N/A N/A 302 N/A 176
2013 1,187 507 5,705 5,699 4,721 N/A N/A 269 N/A 184
2014 1,235 541 6,045 6,038 5,161 N/A N/A 288 N/A 191
2015 1,315 584 6,333 6,326 5,153 N/A N/A 303 N/A 173
2016 1,359 600 6,795 6,787 5,106 N/A N/A 296 N/A 156
2017 1,411 634 6,966 6,956 5,469 N/A N/A 321 N/A 160
2018 1,529 688 7,413 7,400 6,257 N/A N/A 353 N/A 161
2019 1,571 708 7,492 7,465 6,414 N/A N/A 362 N/A 161
2020 1,449 590 7,572 7,397 6,135 N/A N/A 344 N/A 150
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Over the five years to 2025, the Interior Designers industry in Canada is

anticipated to experience sustainable growth, benefiting from stable
demand from both the commercial and noncommercial sectors.

Renovation expenditures in the residential sector are anticipated to rise at an annualized rate of 2.1% over the next
five years. Demand for interior decorating and design will also increase due to higher-income homeowners that tend
to have less time and thus use industry services to create a cohesive design aesthetic. Further, more
environmentally conscious individuals will likely hire industry operators to implement sustainable materials in all
aspects of design, from renovation furnishings to installations.

On the commercial side, robust growth in the number of private-employer business establishments will propel
industry revenue forward, as their design and commercial layouts play a significant role in branding and marketing
strategies. Consequently, industry revenue is forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 3.5% to $1.7 billion over the
five years to 2025. Moreover, the industry's profit margin is projected to increase over the next five years, growing as
more specialized interior designers enter the industry.

HOUSING MARKET LIMITS DEMAND

The number of housing starts is expected to decrease at an annualized
rate of 0.2% over the next five years to 2025.

This decrease in housing starts is expected to strain the industry since less houses are being built. Part of this
decline can be attributed to elevated household debt levels, which are expected to constrain residential construction.
Further, as interest rates are forecast to rise in the short term ahead, the cost of credit is expected to rise, limiting
the number of borrowers that are willing and able to take on a mortgage. Moreover, policies meant to limit and
prevent speculative housing activity in major metropolitan areas were implanted in late 2016 and is expected to take
hold over the five years to 2025. Although fewer new homeowners enter the market, demand for interior design
services is still expected to slightly rise, partially due to consumers having the per capita disposable income
necessary to invest in interior design services, such as colour palettes, furnishings, layouts and decor.

The rate of new homeownership may prompt industry revenue stagnation. However, residential renovation
expenditures will prove the industry's salvation. Higher discretionary incomes will likely enable many households to
implement any additions, alterations, upgrades and equipment installations that were put off due to poorer economic
conditions during the previous period. As a result, more households are expected to have the ability to hire interior
designers and decorators to alter their aesthetics as well as develop energy-efficient green homes. In addition, more
homes are estimated to become more sustainable and mark a smaller carbon footprint during the building process.
This projection is expected to be slightly higher if environmentally conscious renovations are also included.
Therefore, interior designers will play a significant role in choosing sustainable materials and developing efficient
layouts, such as designs that optimize energy efficiency.

COMMERCIAL SECTOR

As the number of private-employer businesses are expected to rise over
the next five years, more businesses in the commercial sector will likely
require interior decorating and design.
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Furthermore, corporate profit is anticipated to grow at an annualized rate of 6.6% over the five years to 2025. This
trend will benefit interior designers and decorators as high corporate profit enables businesses to expand and
remodel, which bolsters demand for industry services. Clients in the financial, hospitality, entertainment, healthcare
and retail sectors commonly use interior designers.

Larger corporations use interior designers to select furniture, colour schemes and layouts to create a streamlined
brand across a myriad of chain establishments. Therefore, growth in commercial construction will positively affect
the industry as more interior designers are employed to design company offices, hotels, restaurants and airports,
among other commercial spaces.

Within the commercial downstream market, healthcare will be a source of growth for the industry over the next five
years, as the number of adults aged 65 and over grows at an annualized rate of 3.5% over the five years to 2025.
As a result, demand for healthcare services and facilities will increase, which will strengthen demand for interior
designers and decorators that can make healthcare facilities both comfortable and homelike for patients and
families.

ENTERPRISES AND WAGES

With growth opportunities mainly in the commercial building markets, the
size of the industry is expected to expand moderately over the next five
years.

Furthermore, the number of enterprises is forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 3.4% to 8,740companies over
the five years to 2025. Given the industry's low barriers to entry, most of these operators are projected to be small,
nonemployer companies that operate on a local scale and cater to the residential market. In addition, wages are
forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 3.6% to $409.5 million during the same period. This moderate growth will
largely be attributed to the increase in self-employed operators and the decline in hiring contracted, part-time
workers, which lowers overall labour costs.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Value of
Nonresidential

Construction
 ($b)

2020 1,449 590 7,572 7,397 6,135 N/A N/A 344 N/A 150
2021 1,516 680 7,886 7,701 6,406 N/A N/A 359 N/A 157
2022 1,581 707 8,189 7,995 6,662 N/A N/A 374 N/A 167
2023 1,634 728 8,467 8,267 6,893 N/A N/A 386 N/A 172
2024 1,680 746 8,708 8,503 7,111 N/A N/A 398 N/A 176
2025 1,723 762 8,950 8,740 7,316 N/A N/A 410 N/A 180
2026 1,764 776 9,164 8,949 7,490 N/A N/A 419 N/A 185
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

Products and services are standardized and there is low technological change

The industry is growing at a faster, but reasonable pace compared with the Canadian economy

There is limited growth in the number of enterprises in the industry

The Interior Designers industry in Canada is in the mature phase of its life cycle. Industry value added (IVA), which
measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, is expected to grow at an annualized rate of 2.7% over
the 10 years to 2025. Comparatively, the Canadian economy is anticipated to grow at an annualized rate of 1.8%
during the same period. Industry operators' relatively standardized skill set and product portfolio, coupled with low
technological innovation, is indicative of an industry in the mature life cycle stage.

Products and services have remained essentially the same, despite some industry operators gaining a competitive
advantage with diversified portfolios, such as providing layout design expertise. Thus, price-based competition has
intensified as operators attempted to secure favourable contracts with businesses, among other nonresidential
downstream markets. Conversely, rising demand for industry services from healthcare facilities, coupled with many
new businesses entering the market over the next decade, may offer an opportunity for future industry growth. For
example, industry operators are commonly hired by hospitals, doctors' offices and extended care facilities to design
and decorate patient rooms, entrances and waiting rooms. However, rising interest rates could hamper demand for
both commercial and noncommercial construction, which may limit industry revenue growth.

Furthermore, the size of the industry is expected to expand moderately over the 10 years to 2025, which is
characteristic of a mature industry. The number of enterprises is expected to rise at an annualized rate of 3.3%
during the 10-year period. Strong enterprise growth is expected to occur due to the industry's low barriers to entry
and large prevalence of nonemployer interior designers that require low start-up capital costs.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Architects in Canada

Engineering Services in Canada

2nd Tier

Airport Operations in Canada

Advertising Agencies in Canada

Public Relations Firms in Canada

Hotels & Motels in Canada

Construction In Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Office Furniture Manufacturing in Canada

Furniture & Furnishings Wholesaling in Canada

Paint Manufacturing in Canada

Furniture Stores in Canada

Floor Covering Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Software Publishing in Canada

Products & Services

  Due to the ongoing COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, the industry's
products and services are not expected to change.

However, demand for each type of service is expected to fluctuate. For example, demand for residential interior
design services is expected is expected to decrease quicker than commercial since consumers are more price
sensitive. As disposable income levels decrease, consumers will be cautious on how they spend their money.

COMMERCIAL INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES

In the Interior Designers industry in Canada, commercial or nonresidential
interior design services account for an estimated 50.8% of revenue in
2020.

Interior designers provide traditional decorating expertise, such as choosing a style and colour scheme and then
selecting appropriate fixtures, furniture, window coverings and artwork. However, interior designers also are involved
with planning and overall layout of a commercial building. In offices, small alterations in design, such as changes in
lighting or the positioning of common areas, can affect worker productivity and employee retention. Thus, interior
designers are providing a greater array of services, working together with architects to help layout structural plans.
For retail locations, industry operators design environments in an attempt to optimize customer foot traffic and
portray a company's overall image. Retail customers for interior designers include restaurants, hotels, movie
theatres and retail stores. This figure has dipped over the five years to 2020 as the value for nonresidential
construction fell in Canada over the five years to 2020.

RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES

Residential interior design services include work on new homes,
remodelling work for existing homes and work designing the interior of
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either multi-residential apartment or condominium units.

Individuals, as well as builders and architects, typically hire interior designers for residential work. Therefore,
residential interior design services comprise work for both businesses and individuals. This product segment is
expected to comprise 17.1% of total industry revenue in 2020. This marks an increase during the five-year period,
as the residential renovation expenditure increased slightly during the period.

Interior designers are hired to plan and arrange new residences. In addition, interior designers commonly plan
remodelling projects for existing homes. Residential interior design services extend beyond selecting colours, fabrics
and finishes for floors, walls, ceiling and furniture. Interior designers are also responsible for improving the safety,
quality and function of interior spaces. A trend toward green or environmental design has issued forth a greater
demand for this industry's services, as homeowners are increasingly hiring designers to plan residences that have a
minimal negative effect on the environment. In addition, as the Canadian population ages, interior designers will be
needed to organize spaces that are conducive to the needs of the elderly.

Residential interior design work is generally smaller in scale than commercial interior design projects, however,
these projects typically have a higher profit margin. This is because there is less competitive bidding for residential
design projects, which typically increases the price industry operators can charge for their services.

INTERIOR DECORATING

While interior design work involves an understanding of people's needs
and behaviour to create safe and functional spaces, interior decorating
focuses primarily on aesthetics.

Jobs that are restricted to interior decorating generally lack structural work. Therefore, there is little need for
collaborations with architects or contractors for these services. As a result, interior decorating work is estimated to
comprise 15.2% of total industry revenue in 2020. This segments' share of industry revenue has slightly decreased
as corporate profit and value for nonresidential construction have both endured a decrease over the five years to
2020.

OTHER SERVICES

Interior designers can also gain income from a variety of other services
including consulting, where designers meet with clients simply to provide
advice rather than carry out design work.

Interior designers may also sell merchandise purchased, but not used in their own projects. Operators in this
industry often resell paints, lighting fixtures and furniture to other designers, architects or builders. These other
services account for an estimated 16.9% of industry revenue in 2020. These other services have slightly decreased
over the five years to 2020, as negative macroeconomic affects change the industry's demand levels.

Demand
Determinants

Residential interior design

In the Canadian Interior Designers industry, economic conditions play an important role in demand for residential
interior design. When the unemployment rate is low and per capita disposable income is rising, more households
are expected to pursue interior design and remodelling projects, since interior design services are considered a
nondiscretionary or luxury expense. As a result of the ongoing COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, economic
conditions have suffered in 2020, causing demand for industry operators to decrease. Since unemployment has
risen and disposable income decreased in 2020, consumers may be more reluctant to spend their money on interior
design projects.

Individuals tend to invest in interior design projects directly after moving into an apartment or home. Therefore,
changes in existing home sales, new home construction and, to a lesser extent, new construction of multi-residential
units, are positively correlated with demand for residential interior designers. As a result, a rise in homeownership is
anticipated to increase demand for industry services.

Furthermore, a decline in interest rates can lead to an increase in demand for residential interior design.
Homeowners can either rely on their savings to finance home improvement projects or secure loans to finance
design projects. As a result, when interest rates fall and the cost of borrowing decreases, more individuals choose to
finance interior design projects.

Commercial interior design

Demand for commercial interior design is affected by corporate profit and nonresidential construction activity. As
corporate profit rises, companies have more cash available to spend on projects such as office and store design. An
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increase in corporate profit, therefore, leads to an increase in industry revenue, as interior designers are hired for
remodelling projects and used by commercial clients to create a desirable atmosphere for employees and
customers.

Similar to residential interior design, commercial interior design services are heavily demanded just after a building is
constructed. Therefore, as nonresidential construction increases so does demand for this industry's services.

Other demographic and social demand determinants

Other demographic and social shifts affecting long-term demand for this industry's services are Canada's aging
population and a movement toward sustainable or environmentally friendly designs.

Canada, as many developed nations, is experiencing an aging population. As Canadians age, interior designers will
have to meet the challenges of creating safe, accessible and comforting living spaces for those that are less mobile
and those with special needs. Retrofitting current living environments to meet these standards will increase demand
for interior designers across many downstream markets, including the residential, healthcare and commercial
segments.

Green or sustainable design has increased in popularity over the five years to 2020 and has led to an increase in
demand for industry services. Both businesses and personal residences, in an effort to diminish their environmental
effect, have sought industry professionals to plan and organize their interior spaces in a manner that is least harmful
and creates the lowest carbon footprint. This line of design and service is expected to increase in years to come.

Major Markets

  Due to the ongoing COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic demand from the
industry's major markets is not expected to change, however, demand is
expected to fluctuate in certain markets.

  For example, demand from businesses is expected to decrease in 2020 since companies will be more focused on
staying operational than changing the interior of its building.

BUSINESSES INCLUDING ARCHITECTURAL FIRMS

Businesses account for an estimated 50.6% of total revenue for the
Canadian Interior Designers industry in 2020.

Establishments in this industry are commonly hired by architectural firms, that outsource the services of interior
designers. These designers, in turn, help plan and arrange the interiors of office, residential or commercial
construction projects. Due to the scale and variety of these projects, a high portion of revenue from this market
comes from architectural firms.

Businesses can directly employ interior designers to create and style office spaces in a way that best uses space,
safety and light while projecting the company's corporate philosophy to employees and customers. Retail and
commercial clients can hire interior designers to plan the interior of their shops and stores. For these projects,
designers must be cognizant of safety issues, pedestrian traffic and local government building code requirements.

Over the five years to 2020, this market's share of industry revenue has declined. An expected decline in the value
of nonresidential construction has driven a decline in demand for architectural services, which has shifted industry
revenue away from commercial clients and toward residential clients, as interior designers are commonly hired by
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architecture firms. In addition, the decrease in corporate profit, combined with negative to stagnant demand for
commercial building construction led to a loss of market share.

INDIVIDUALS AND HOUSEHOLDS

Individuals and households are expected to comprise 30.4% of total
industry revenue in 2020.

Sales to individuals and households are driven by a range of economic factors, including unemployment and per
capita disposable income levels. Throughout majority of the past five years, a decline in unemployment, combined
with a rise in disposable income, have led to an increase in demand for interior design projects, as individuals have
more money to spend on nondiscretionary services such as a household's design.

Households typically spend the most on interior design work when they first move into a house. However, over the
past five years, national residential expenditure on renovation has driven demand from this market. As a result, this
segment's share of total industry revenue is expected to rise during the five-year period. The proportional increase is
not only the result of a rise in revenue for household projects but is also due to declines in other markets such as
business clients.

GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

Interior designers also provide services to government-owned or operated
institutions such as hospitals, universities and the offices of federal,
provincial and municipal public institutions.

Government clients are expected to account for 7.7% of total industry revenue in 2020.

Within this market, one bright spot has been the healthcare sector, which has become a growing source of income
for interior designers, as Canada's aging population leads to greater demand for healthcare services. As a result,
hospitals and other health providers have expanded capacity and hired interior designers to plan these new spaces,
making them accessible for the elderly. With overall demand for municipal building construction rising over the past
five years, this increased this segment's share of industry revenue in 2020.

OTHER

In addition to domestic sources of income, industry operators also
generate revenue from sources outside of Canada.

These clients include international companies, foreign governments and other nondomestic players. The main
service provided for these clients is often merchandise sale. Collectively, these customers account for an estimated
11.3% of industry revenue. This segment's share of industry revenue has slightly increased over the five years to
2020, primarily due to the decreases in demand from businesses and corporations.

Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

As a service industry, the Canadian Interior Designers industry primarily provide services to the domestic market.
However, industry establishments located close to the United States border may provide some services to this
neighbouring market. According to estimates based on Statistics Canada data, in a given year, slightly more than
10.0% of industry revenue can come from clients outside of Canada.
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Business
Locations

  Within the Interior Designers industry in Canada, the location of establishments generally corresponds with the geographic
distribution of Canada's population, the concentration of businesses and the level of home building activity, as homeowners
typically spend the most on interior design work when they first move into a house or when a home is first built. Consequently,
establishments in the industry are most heavily concentrated in Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia and Alberta.

Ontario

Ontario is the most heavily populated province in Canada, accounting for nearly 40.0% of the country's population. In addition,
Ontario serves as the country's largest construction hub and contains Canada's largest city, Toronto, as well as its capital, Ottawa.
The prevalence of residential, commercial and retail clientele has contributed to the high percentage of industry establishments
located in this province. An estimated 47.1% of industry establishments are expected to be located in Ontario in 2020.

Quebec

Quebec accounts for nearly one-quarter of Canada's population and contains the country's second-largest city, Montreal,
estimated to comprise 18.9% of industry establishments in 2020. The economy of Quebec supports a substantial number of
businesses, representing a major downstream market for interior design companies that plan and arrange office and retail spaces.

British Columbia and Alberta

British Columbia is expected to account for 18.1% of total industry establishments, while Alberta is expected to account for 11.5%
of industry establishments in 2020. Both of these regions have a high concentration of businesses. Combined, these provinces
also comprise 25.2% of Canada's population. These factors helped contribute to the high proportion of industry establishments in
these regions.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The Interior Designers industry in Canada has a low level of market share concentration. In 2020, no company
accounts for more than 5.0% of the industry's total revenue. Furthermore, market share concentration has not
changed substantially over the five years to 2020. The industry is highly fragmented with thousands of market
participants. Companies that are in the top percentile of market share offer services that are outside the scope of
service in the industry. For example, Stantec Inc.'s services include front-end design and engineering services for
economic development, constructions and building engineering and environmental services. Within the scope of
their diverse services is interior design after the preplanning, designing and construction of contracted work.
Typically, interior designers work within a local or regional scope, which limits the market share concentration of the
industry. According to Statistics Canada, an estimated 75.0% of industry establishments that reported to the survey
were nonemployers. Thus, most interior designers are self-employed, which can largely be attributed to the low
barriers to entry for the industry. Market share concentration is not expected to increase marginally over the five
years to 2025.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Having contracts which are favourable to purchaser:
Since purchasing costs in this industry are high, interior designers must attempt to secure favourable supply-side
contracts to ensure a competitive prices for furniture and design materials.

Having a good reputation:
A company's reputation is an important determinant of success, as future business is often supported by references
from past customers and a portfolio of previous work.

Ability to manage external (outsourcing) contracts:
Designers need to ensure projects are completed on time and within budget. Many interior designers hire the
services of subcontractors to meet deadlines.

Access to highly skilled workforce:
Workers in this industry are often multi-skilled, combining business savvy with creativity and an eye for aesthetics.
Interior designers must also possess a high level of customer service skills.

Ability to vary services to suit different needs:
Varying the services offered attracts a greater number of clients with diverse stylistic and practical needs.

Adaptability of operations to comply with social distancing protocols:
Since employees typically need to work on-site, the ability to comply with social distancing protocols is critical to
maintaining employees’ health.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
expected to account for 15.3% of industry revenue in 2020, down from
19.7% in 2015. Profit varies significantly, depending on a company's
scale of operations and its focus on residential or commercial interior
design work. Although residential interior design projects are generally
smaller in scope compared with commercial interior design, these
projects typically attract a higher profit margin. For commercial design
projects, a plethora of interior designers usually bid for contracts, which
lowers the profit margin. The decrease in profit can be mainly attributed
to the ongoing COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Since the industry is
susceptible to economic strains, the decreases in residential
construction and corporate profit will have a negative effect on the
industry's revenue in 2020. As industry operators compete on the basis
of price during periods of growth and decline in residential building
construction and renovation spending, operators will be forced to price
their services accordingly to generate demand.

 

  Wages

Industry wages are estimated to account for 23.7% in 2020, up from
23.0% in 2015. This segment also includes labour expenses for
contracted work. If a project requires substantial structural or technical
expertise, interior designers will often hire contractors to develop
plumbing, lighting fixtures and electronic wiring.
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  Purchases

Purchases account for the industry's largest expense, at an estimated
33.8% of industry revenue in 2020. Over the five years to 2020,
purchase costs have increased slightly, from 31.6% in 2015. Typically,
interior designers secure relatively low-cost purchases by establishing
supply side contracts with furniture wholesalers and other wholesalers
that provide decor, fabric or paint, among other products. Costs include
paints, furniture, wallpaper, rugs and carpets, fabric, art, lighting and
other items that are used to style homes and businesses.

 

  Marketing

Marketing and advertising expenditures compose 2.5% of revenue in
2020, although this figure is higher for larger interior designers that
build clientele by generating brand awareness. As competition in this
industry rises, individual operators will incur higher marketing costs to
capture a large share of the market.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation is a relatively minor expense for industry operators, which
makes up an estimated 1.7% of industry revenue in 2020. Interior
designers typically require computers, software and office equipment.
Increasingly, interior designers are becoming more involved in planning
layouts of buildings undergoing renovation, meaning capital investment
is rising as more sophisticated software is required.

 

  Rent

Rental costs are projected to represent 4.3% of industry revenue in
2020. Moreover, this is anticipated to have grown slightly over the past
five years, although the majority of operators are sole proprietors.
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  Utilities

Utility costs are expected to comprise an estimated 1.5% of revenue in
2020. IBISWorld projects this figure to rise slightly, similar to rent
expenses during the five-year period.

 

  Other Costs

General industry overhead costs, including ongoing costs such as office
and equipment rentals, transportation costs, fuel and equipment
purchases, are estimated to account for 17.2% of industry revenue in
2020. Operators also incur a variety of other costs associated with
communication services and insurance.

 

Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  The Interior Designers industry in Canada is highly competitive, with more
than 7,000 companies, most of which are either nonemployers or small
businesses, employing fewer than five people.

Low market share concentration, combined with low barriers to entry, have ensured a high level of competition in
this industry.

INTERNAL COMPETITION

Industry operators compete on quality of service.

Future business in the industry is often determined by word-of-mouth references from past customers. In addition,
interior designers use their experience as a basis for differentiation, focusing on their portfolio of previous work to
attract potential clients. The quality of service is of particular importance to the commercial sector. IBISWorld
anticipates corporate profit and demand from commercial building construction to experience declines over the five
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years to 2020. This puts more pressure on contracted projects, as a decline in the commercial sector and an
increase in operators leave businesses susceptible to being replaced.

Interior designers also compete on the basis of price. For certain commercial or government contracts, a design
project is awarded based on a competitive bidding process. By forging supply contacts with furniture retailers and
wholesalers, interior designers can reduce purchasing costs and increase the likelihood of being awarded a big
commercial contract.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

For large-scale projects, the industry is exposed to competition from
architects, that provide expertise on building layout and living space
design.

Architects that offer these services may limit the role of interior designers in the planning process. However, interior
designers have established themselves as experts in their field and are still sought after and recognized for their
services. For example, in Canada, interior designers are authorized to sign and seal blueprints and architectural
specifications, pertaining to building, expanding, rebuilding or renovating buildings, within specific building size
specifications.

The industry is also experiencing competition from furniture, building material and home accessories stores. These
businesses are increasingly offering decorating services to strengthen their product portfolio. Competition from this
segment can constrain industry revenue growth in the downstream residential market. Lastly, interior design has
become popular among consumers that learn about decorating and design through courses and books. All these
forms of external competition have slightly cut into industry revenue.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Low and the trend is Steady
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  The Interior Designers industry in Canada exhibits
relatively low barriers to entry. Market share concentration
in the industry is considerably low, as there is no one
dominant player. This lack of concentration suggests that
there is a high level of competition in the industry, which
poses a potential barrier for new entrants. This is
especially true for the smaller, nonemployer companies
that work on small, mainly residential, contracts.
Commercial designers tend to be larger, enabling them to
take advantage of their size and order in bulk, further
reducing their order prices. This poses a disadvantage for
new entrants wishing to enter the commercial side of the
industry as they are forced to compete with a lower
operating margin. In terms of capital, the start-up cost for
beginning operations is relatively low, as many operators
work from home. This lowers the overhead cost for small
enterprises and nonemployers, further reducing the
importance of capital investments.

Despite low capital barriers, there are some regulatory
barriers present to control quality. There are six provinces
that have Titles Acts and one that has a Practice Act. A
Title Act does not require operators to be licenced, but
does regulate the usage of variations to the title registered
interior designer. Practice Acts, however, require
operators to have a licence to practise their profession. To
be officially recognized, interior designers are required to
undergo the certification process. First, prospect
designers are required to obtain a bachelor's degree in an
interior design program. Once education is completed, the
graduate must then work a total of 3,520 hours under a
certified supervisor of which only 1,760 can be completed
before graduation. Lastly, once a prospect has obtained
the required work experience, they must pass all National
Council for Interior Design Qualification exams to become
a certified interior designer. Generally, this process
ranges from six to nine years, a considerable investment
of time. Nevertheless, certification is mainly optional for
operators outside of Nova Scotia.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Medium  

Regulation & Policy Light  

Industry Assistance None  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    Low and the trend is Steady

  Similar to other service industries with low market share concentration, the Interior Designers industry in Canada
has a low level of globalization. Establishments in this industry tend to be small and operate on a local or regional
scale. As a result, there is little international trade, with slightly more than 10.0% of overall industry revenue coming
from clients outside Canada.
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Major Companies
There are no major players in this industry

Other Companies Stantec Inc.

  Market Share: 4.7%
  Stantec Inc. (Stantec) was originally founded in 1954 as an environmental engineering company and has since

grown into a public company with offices across the world. In 2019, Stantec employed a reported 22,000 people
globally in more than 350 offices on six continents (latest data available). Marketed as a global design business, the
company engages in many different aspects of the design sector, mainly engineering; architecture; interior design;
landscape architecture; surveying; and project management from project concept through design, construction and
commissioning. In 2019, the company reported an estimated 30.0% of revenue is generated domestically. In 2020,
IBISWorld estimates the company's industry-relevant revenue will reach $67.6 million.

Kasian Architecture Interior Design and Planning Ltd.

  Market Share: 2.9%
  Established in 1983, Kasian Architecture Interior Design and Planning Ltd. (Kasian) is a major architecture, planning

and design firm with client projects across Canada and Qatar. Kasian divides its operations into various market
sectors, which include academic, science and technology; civic; interior design; healthcare; transportation;
commercial; strategic facilities planning; and master planning. In interior design, the company's portfolio over the five
years to 2020 included the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency in Vancouver; Bennett Jones LLP in Edmonton,
AB; the Canada Revenue Agency Call Centre in Surrey, BC; and the Export Development Canada in Ottawa. The
company operates mainly in the Canadian market and has offices in Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Regina and
Toronto. Although the company is privately held, Design Intelligence provides financial and operational information.
Kasian is expected to generate $41.3 million in interior design revenue from the Canadian market in 2020.

Yabu Pushelberg

  Market Share: 1.4%
  With studio offices in Toronto and New York City, Yabu Pushelberg is an international design firm that provides

interior design services to luxury hospitality and retail clients. Yabu Pushelberg is named after the founding duo,
George Yabu and Glenn Pushelberg. The company's portfolio boasts several major landmarks, including the W
Hotel in Times Square, the St. Regis Hotel in San Francisco and the Four Seasons Hotel in Toronto. In retail, the
company is responsible for several projects across the world, including Amore Pacific, Barneys, Bergdorf Goodman,
Carolina Herrera, Piazza Sempione, Tiffany and Company in New York, Avenue Road and HBC The Room in
Toronto, Printemps in Paris and Louis Vuitton and Lane Crawford in Hong Kong. The company is privately held and
limited financial data is available. In 2020, Yabu Pushelberg is expected to generate $19.7 million in revenue from its
Canadian operations.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Low

  The Interior Designers industry in Canada has a low level
of capital intensity. In 2020, for every $1.00 spent on
wages, industry operators incurred an estimated $0.07 in
capital expenditures. Capital intensity has stagnated over
the five years to 2020, despite the industry's increased
reliance on technology, including computer programs which
assist in designing interior spaces. However, the industry is
primarily knowledge-based, as industry operators
implement a workforce with specialized skills to provide
clients with innovative designs. Larger companies in the
industry that also provide architectural and other design
services will typically have a higher capital intensity, given
the need for technical programs.

Labour costs account for over 20.0% of industry revenue in
2020. This is due to interior designers requiring a high level
of training and creativity. The creative process is
individualized and many designers are highly sought after;
contracts can be lost if creative talent departs a company.
Many companies use freelance staff, contracted staff and
part-time employees to keep labour costs relatively low.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Very Low Rate of
Innovation

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Low Innovation
Concentration

Unlikely A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

High Ease of Entry Likely A qualitative measure of barriers to entry. Fewer
barriers to entry increases the likelihood that
new entrants can disrupt incumbents by putting
new technologies to use.

High Rate of Entry Likely Annualized growth in the number of enterprises
in the industry, ranked against all other
industries. A greater intensity of companies
entering an industry increases the pool of
potential disruptors.

Very High Market
Concentration

Very Likely A ranked measure of the largest core market for
the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

This technology trend is underscored by structural factors that support new entrants. An accommodative structure can
create a situation where small entrants can focus on less profitable albeit innovative industry entry points. Or, large
operators in other industries can leverage expertise in other areas to enter the industry from a new angle.

The major markets for this industry are highly concentrated, which implies that the market has a focus on key customer
segments. This presents an opportunity for strategic entrance into lower-end markets or unserved markets for innovations
to take on a disruptive trajectory.

The most relevant disruptive force in the Interior Designers industry in Canada
is the use of virtual reality, artificial intelligence, drones and open-source
design.

Large operators have used these new innovations to schedule designs and recognize any violations early on in the design
process. Furthermore, in conjunction with overall construction trends, operators in this industry have benefited from the
same technology to streamline project management and consulting services.

The level of technology change is    Medium

  The technology available to the Interior Designers industry in Canada has
changed rapidly in recent years.

With the advent of digital communication and improvements in internet bandwidth, which makes transferring high resolution
images and large amounts of data quicker and more affordable, virtual modelling software programs and building
information modelling (BIM), the standard procedures in this industry have changed drastically. Today, interior designers
have the ability to work remotely, with as little as a single site visit required to design a particular space, as internet
advances and modelling technology enables them to use high resolution images of the space as a benchmark for their
designs. This has enabled the industry to become more globalized and fluid.
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Furthermore, advances in software technology and simulation programs enable interior designers to use scanned, high-
resolution images to virtually model a space, make modifications and present various designs to clients before selecting the
one that is optimal. This also helps to reduce buyers' remorse. Since hiring an interior designer can be expensive and last-
minute modifications can be difficult and costly to make, buyers prefer to be absolutely sure before approving a particular
design. Virtual modelling software enables designers to help buyers visualize exactly what their space is going to look like,
which reduces uncertainty for the buyers.

While BIM is used on a large scale in infrastructure projects and public management, this technology is also expected to
play a more significant role in interior designing in the near future. BIM enables project managers and concerned individuals
to generate and manage digital representations of the physical and functional attributes of a space to empower better
decision making. BIM can enable developers to visualize the entire process of construction and management. It also
enables them to account for changes in different variables, such as foot traffic, stress, strain and load capacity and their
subsequent effect on a buildings design if it is to be fully compatible with the changes made. As this technology becomes
less costly and more user friendly, IBISWorld anticipates that it will also start playing a more significant role in interior
designing.

3D printing is also an upcoming technology, which will have significant consequences for the industry. 3D printing enables
users to print real-life 3D models of virtual images. Currently, 3D printers are expensive and this technology is not being
used on a large scale within this industry. However, it has tremendous potential and large-scale applications in interior
design. It is a step further from being able to produce digital images and instead produces 3D models of what a space
would look like if a particular design is implemented. It will further increase consumer satisfaction and reduce buyers'
remorse, while enabling the industry to become even more mobile.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Medium

  The Interior Designers industry in Canada exhibits a low to moderate level of
revenue volatility, which is partly due to the consistent performance of the
residential real estate markets and low and steady declines in nonresidential
construction when that was the case.

Housing starts and construction projects do not directly correlate with industry revenue, as demand for interior designers
and decorators typically lags a few years after projects are initiated and homeowners have moved in. Consequently,
despite volatile construction activity over the five years to 2020, the industry did not trend with sudden dips or burst within
the construction sector. Furthermore, the residential interior design segment experiences a greater level of revenue
volatility, compared with the commercial segment, given that interior design is considered more of a discretionary service.
Commercial sectors require interior design and decorating to create a streamlined brand across a plethora of chain
establishments. However, due to the ongoing COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, and the resulting decreases in
construction and corporate profit, the industry's volatility is expected to increase as a slowdown in the economy is expected
to affect operators' revenue.

Regulation & The level of regulation is    Light and the trend is Increasing
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Policy Regulations for the Interior Designers industry in Canada are still being
developed.

Canada does not have widespread legislation to regulate this industry and currently, only Nova Scotia has a Practice Act,
while six other provinces have Titles Acts. A Practice Act regulates who is permitted to perform the services provided by a
particular industry. It requires industry participants to obtain a licence before they can perform their services. A Titles Act
regulates the use of a title. One must meet the criteria set out by the licensing body to use a specific title, for example,
certified interior designer. However, Titles Acts do not prevent individuals from performing a particular service if they are not
certified; they just manage the use of state-regulated titles. These acts are there to ensure that the public is aware of the
education, experience and qualifications needed to become a registered service provider in the hope that people would turn
to licenced providers as opposed to nonlicenced ones.

Operators in this industry, however, must adhere to health and safety precautions, local building codes and laws and
environmental regulations put in place by various state legislatures and international organizations. For example, the
International Code Council develops international building codes related to structural elements of a building, use and
occupancy classifications, interior finishes and interior environment and accessibility. While these codes are non-binding
and can be modified by provincial governments, they aim to outline the best practices within the industry, which are used as
benchmarks for further legislation.

As this profession grows, the regulation of this industry is expected to increase and become more streamlined. For
example, Interior Designers of Canada (IDC), a professional association for industry operators representing more than
3,500 members, proclaims that it wishes to have stringent regulations all across Canada, whereby all associations should
have professional requirements for their members to adhere to. This would make it compulsory for industry participants to
become members of a professional association and adhere to all its laws and regulations.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    None and the trend is Steady

The Interior Designers industry in Canada does not receive much assistance
from the government.

However, there are several national and international organizations that support industry operators and provide information.
One such association is Interior Designers of Canada (IDC), which was founded in 1972. The organization aims to protect
the practicing rights of its members, while helping the government to come up with appropriate legislation to regulate this
profession. It also provides a lot of information for consumers about differences between interior designers, interior
decorators and architects as the three professions, while distinct, have various overlaps between them. The organization
also holds various networking and collaboration events for its members, in conjunction with provincial associations, to share
best practices and promote cooperation.

In addition, due to the ongoing COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, operators can receive governmental aid from Canada's
COVID-19 Economic Response Plan. Some plans that will aid industry operators include the Canada Emergency Wage
Subsidy (CEWS), the Canada Emergency Business Account (CEBA) that offers interest-free loans and more time to pay
income taxes, among other crucial plans aimed to keep businesses afloat during this economic crisis. The CEWS will
enable operators to avoid layoffs by getting 75.0% of an employee's wages covered. The CEBA will permit operators to
take out interest free loans of up to $40,000 to help cover their operating costs. The Canadian government is also
permitting all businesses to defer paying income taxes until after August 31, 2020. These forms of governmental aid will be
crucial for industry operators since an estimated 95.0% of industry establishments employ 20 people or fewer.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Value of
Nonresidential

Construction
($b)

2011 1,198 467 6,128 6,121 5,102 N/A N/A 295 N/A 165
2012 1,237 485 6,161 6,154 5,385 N/A N/A 302 N/A 176
2013 1,187 507 5,705 5,699 4,721 N/A N/A 269 N/A 184
2014 1,235 541 6,045 6,038 5,161 N/A N/A 288 N/A 191
2015 1,315 584 6,333 6,326 5,153 N/A N/A 303 N/A 173
2016 1,359 600 6,795 6,787 5,106 N/A N/A 296 N/A 156
2017 1,411 634 6,966 6,956 5,469 N/A N/A 321 N/A 160
2018 1,529 688 7,413 7,400 6,257 N/A N/A 353 N/A 161
2019 1,571 708 7,492 7,465 6,414 N/A N/A 362 N/A 161
2020 1,449 590 7,572 7,397 6,135 N/A N/A 344 N/A 150
2021 1,516 680 7,886 7,701 6,406 N/A N/A 359 N/A 157
2022 1,581 707 8,189 7,995 6,662 N/A N/A 374 N/A 167
2023 1,634 728 8,467 8,267 6,893 N/A N/A 386 N/A 172
2024 1,680 746 8,708 8,503 7,111 N/A N/A 398 N/A 176
2025 1,723 762 8,950 8,740 7,316 N/A N/A 410 N/A 180

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Value of
Nonresidential

Construction
(%)

2011 -2.34 -4.29 1.45 1.45 -6.72 N/A N/A -5.63 N/A 5.65
2012 3.30 3.92 0.53 0.53 5.54 N/A N/A 2.16 N/A 6.93
2013 -4.09 4.43 -7.41 -7.40 -12.3 N/A N/A -10.9 N/A 4.83
2014 4.07 6.87 5.95 5.94 9.32 N/A N/A 6.95 N/A 3.79
2015 6.45 7.85 4.76 4.76 -0.16 N/A N/A 5.25 N/A -9.46
2016 3.32 2.75 7.29 7.28 -0.92 N/A N/A -2.15 N/A -9.93
2017 3.87 5.60 2.51 2.49 7.10 N/A N/A 8.37 N/A 2.17
2018 8.31 8.65 6.41 6.38 14.4 N/A N/A 9.94 N/A 0.94
2019 2.72 2.78 1.06 0.87 2.50 N/A N/A 2.55 N/A -0.13
2020 -7.77 -16.6 1.06 -0.92 -4.35 N/A N/A -5.04 N/A -6.72
2021 4.65 15.1 4.14 4.10 4.41 N/A N/A 4.45 N/A 4.60
2022 4.28 4.07 3.84 3.81 3.99 N/A N/A 4.06 N/A 6.11
2023 3.34 2.88 3.39 3.40 3.46 N/A N/A 3.42 N/A 3.18
2024 2.83 2.50 2.84 2.85 3.16 N/A N/A 3.10 N/A 2.50
2025 2.55 2.19 2.77 2.78 2.88 N/A N/A 2.81 N/A 2.38

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2011 39.0 N/A N/A 235 24.6 0.83 57,840
2012 39.2 N/A N/A 230 24.4 0.87 55,989
2013 42.7 N/A N/A 251 22.6 0.83 56,937
2014 43.8 N/A N/A 239 23.3 0.85 55,706
2015 44.4 N/A N/A 255 23.0 0.81 58,723
2016 44.1 N/A N/A 266 21.8 0.75 57,991
2017 44.9 N/A N/A 258 22.7 0.79 58,676
2018 45.0 N/A N/A 244 23.1 0.84 56,385
2019 45.0 N/A N/A 245 23.0 0.86 56,408
2020 40.8 N/A N/A 236 23.7 0.81 56,007
2021 44.8 N/A N/A 237 23.7 0.81 56,026
2022 44.7 N/A N/A 237 23.6 0.81 56,064
2023 44.5 N/A N/A 237 23.6 0.81 56,042
2024 44.4 N/A N/A 236 23.7 0.82 56,012
2025 44.2 N/A N/A 236 23.8 0.82 55,973

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2020
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Interior Decor Resources Canada
http://www.idrcanada.org

Decorators and Designers Association of Canada
http://www.ddacanada.com

Interior Designers of Canada
http://www.idcanada.org

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Industry Jargon FREELANCER
A self-employed person who is not employed continuously but hired to do specific assignments.

IN-HOUSE
Conducted within, coming from or being within an organization or group.

PRINTED MEDIA
Media such as print advertisements, newspapers, magazines, brochures, product labels, stationery products and
medical and scientific diagrams that are not digital.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
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than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.

Copyright 2020 IBISWorld Inc.
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